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“[Wherever There's a Fight] should itself become required reading in our
state's underfunded and largely segregated schools.”
—San Francisco Chronicle
“Elinson and Yogi offer crucial perspective on the history of minority
rights in a state long considered a political trendsetter....Readers will
find this an essential reference in navigating the slogan-riddled civil
rights issues of the day.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“A prodigious work that should make every American cringe and every
Californian weep.”
—Mike Farrell, president of Death Penalty Focus and author of Just Call
Me Mike: A Journey to Actor and Activist and Of Mule and Man
“Wherever There’s a Fight is a highly readable and enormously informative overview of the long and continuing struggle
to protect and extend civil liberties in California that makes clear that protection of our civil liberties demands constant
vigilance by the people.”
—Robert L. Allen, professor of African Studies & Ethnic Studies, University of California,
Berkeley, and author of The Port Chicago Mutiny
“Elinson and Yogi recall a history of struggle, hope, defeat and victory. This is a shared history and the real gift of this
work is in deepening our understanding of how tightly our fates are bound together. An inspiring and enlightening
perspective.”
—Kate Kendell, executive director, National Center for Lesbian Rights
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About the Book
State and federal constitutions spell out many liberties and rights, but it is people who challenge prejudice and
discrimination and transform those lofty ideals into practical realities. In the era of the Patriot Act and polarizing issues
such as immigration reform and gay marriage, an appreciation for and defense of civil liberties is as important as ever.
Wherever There’s a Fight captures the sweeping story of how freedom and equality have grown in California, from the
gold rush right up to the precarious post-9/11 era. The book tells the often hidden stories of brave individuals who
have stood up for their rights in the face of social hostility, physical violence, economic hardship, and political
stonewalling. It connects the experiences of early Chinese immigrants subjected to discriminatory laws to those of
professionals who challenged McCarthyism and those of people who have fought to gain equal rights in California
schools: people of color, people with disabilities, and people standing up for their religious freedom. Elinson and Yogi
also follow the ongoing struggles for workers’ rights and same-sex marriage. And they bring a special focus to the
World War II internment of Japanese Americans, including the infamous Korematsu decision, which was foreshadowed
by a century of civil liberties violations and reverberates in issues we continue to grapple with today: dissent, racism,
immigration, and the meaning of national security.
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Several seminal cases fought in California and included in Wherever There’s a Fight:
•

The infamous Korematsu decision, which upheld the legality of the internment of more than 120,000
Japanese Americans and which one Supreme Court justice warned would “lie about like a loaded
weapon ready for the hand of any authority that can bring forward a plausible claim of an urgent
need.”

•

The case of the “Hollywood Ten,” who refused to answer the questions of the House Un-American
Activities Committee during the Red Scare and went to prison for it.

•

The attempted prosecution of Lawrence Ferlinghetti for publishing Allen Ginsberg’s Howl, a poem
that epitomized the Beat culture’s condemnation of conformity in 1950s U.S. society.

•

The current case against San Jose-based Jeppesen DataPlan, which facilitated the CIA’s rendition
flights of 9/11 terrorist suspects to secret torture prisons around the world.
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